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Aedes aegypti is a mosquito that can spread the dengue fever, Chikungunya and yellow fever
viruses, and other diseases. The mosquito can be recognized by white markings on legs and a
marking in the form of a lyre on the thorax. The mosquito originated in Africa but is now found in
tropical and subtropical regions throughout the world. Culex quinquefasciatus is the vector of
lymphatic filariasis caused by the nematode Wuchereria bancrofti in the tropics and sub tropics. The
present research investigation studies primarily focus on the molecular similarities of Aedes aegypti
and Culex quinquefasciatus. Our aim is to reduce the pathological effects of dengue and filarial
disease in humans. The molecular sequence alignment is one of the best drug targets for structure
based drug designing. The protein functional similarities identification using advanced motif
prediction tool MEME. We finally conclude from the results that the identified conserved motif
sequences are the potential protein target sequences for structure based drug designing and
molecular drug docking studies. This work would definitely be useful in the field of Clinical
Pathology, Computational Entomology and Cheminformatics.

INTRODUCTION
Aedes aegypti is a mosquito that can spread the dengue
fever, Chikungunya and yellow fever viruses, and other
diseases. The mosquito originated in Africa but is now
found in tropical and subtropical regions throughout the
world. It belongs to the tribe Aedini of the dipteran family
Culicidae and to the genus Aedes and subgenus Stegomyia.
It infects 50 to 100 million people worldwide a year, leading
to half a million hospitalizations, and approximately 12,500–
25,000 deaths. Symptoms include fever, headache, muscle
and joint pains, and a characteristic skin rash that is similar
to measles. In a small proportion of cases the disease
develops into the life-threatening dengue hemorrhagic
fever, resulting in bleeding, low levels of blood platelets and
1
blood plasma leakage, or into dengue shock syndrome.
Apart from eliminating the mosquitoes, work is ongoing on
a vaccine, as well as medication targeted directly at the
virus.
Culex quinquefasciatus is the vector of lymphatic
filariasis caused by the nematode Wuchereria bancrofti in
the tropics and sub tropics. Filariasis is "considered"
endemic in tropical and subtropical regions of Asia, Africa,
Central and South America, and Pacific Island nations, with
more than 120 million people infected and one billion
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people at risk for infection. The most spectacular symptom
of lymphatic filariasis is elephantiasis—edema with
thickening of the skin and underlying tissues—which was
the first disease discovered to be transmitted by mosquito
bites. The strategy for eliminating transmission of lymphatic
filariasis is mass distribution of medicines that kill the
microfilariae and stop transmission of the parasite by
2.
mosquitoes in endemic communities
RESEARCH METHODS
Two software tools were used to identify the motif
and conserved regions present in the target sequences. The
motif studies were performed using MEME tool in order to
identify the molecular conserved motif present in the Aedes
aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus. The sequence
alignment studies were done using T COFFEE server in
order to predict the conserved amino acids present in the
species (Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus). The
results obtained are as follows.
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>gi|157109037|ref|XP_001650496.1| cdk10/11 [Aedes aegypti]
MTKDKRKAEHDGKQVTDKVAVGSGSSDPVGPIVRKGALMSFRSKKFTNIPIKDMYGRCRYVNAFMKCNRV
GEGTYGIVFRARDTENEEIVALKKVRIDQEMFKDGFPVSGLREIQILKNCNHENVVKLKEVVVGNSLESI
FLVMEFCEQDLASLLDNMETPFSESQVKCIVNQLLKGLKYLHSQFIIHRDLKVSNLLLTDKGCLKIADFG
LARYISDSDKPMTPGLVTLWYRPPELLFGSKVQTTAVDMWATGCILGELLAHKPLLPGVSEISQIELIIE
LLGTPSETIWPDFSSLPAVQNFTLRSQPYNNLKPKFAWLSSAGLRLLNFLFMYDPKKRATAEECLQSSYF
KEAPLPCDPKLMPTFPHHRELKNTAKEPTEISASTDQITIPTISDLLGSLVKKRRTE
>gi|170030910|ref|XP_001843330.1| cell division protein kinase 10 [Culex quinquefasciatus]
MTKEKRKAADGGKQTGTSDPCGPITRKGLMSFLTKQFTDIPSKDIFGKCRYVSAFQKCNRVGEGTYGIVF
RARDTTNNEIVALKKVRIDQEIFKDGFPVSGLREIQILKSCNHENVVQLKEVVVGNSLESIFLVMEFCEQ
DLASLLDNMESPFTESQVKCIVIQLLKGLRYLHANFIIHRDLKVSNLLLTDKGCLKIADFGLARYQSDST
KPMTPGLVTLWYRSPELLFGAKEQTTAVDMWAAGCILGELLAHKPLLPGVSEISQIELIIDLLGTPSETI
WPDFSRLPALQNFTLKAQPYNNLKPKFAWLSSAGLRLLNFLFMYDPKKRASAEECLQSSYFKEAPLPCDP
KLMPTFPHHRDLKNAPSAEAPSSSSNVNAIFDQTTMPTISDLLGSLVKKRRID
Figure : 1 Sequence Similarity Searches - BLAST Result

Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus
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Figure: 2 Sequence Alignment – TCOFFEE Server

Red Color – Conserved regions (99%) - Aedes aegypti
and Culex quinquefasciatus

Figure: 2.2 Sequence Alignment – TCOFFEE Server

Red Color – Conserved regions (99%) - Aedes aegypti
and Culex quinquefasciatus

Figure: 3 Motif Prediction –MEME Server

Light Blue color indicates molecular conserved Motif - Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus
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Figure: 3.1 Motif Prediction –MEME Server

Dark Blue color indicates molecular conserved Motif - Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus
Figure: 3.2 Motif Prediction –MEME Server

Red color indicates molecular conserved Motif - Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus
Figure: 3.3 Motif Prediction –MEME Server
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Light Blue, Red and Dark Blue color indicates molecular conserved Motif - Aedes aegypti and Culex quinquefasciatus

RESULT AND CONCLUSION
The sequence alignment was done using TCOFFEE
3
server . This software describes the Pair wise sequence
alignment methods which are used to find the bestmatching piecewise (local) or global alignments of two
query sequences. Pairwise alignments can only be used
between two sequences at a time, but they are efficient to
calculate and are often used for methods that do not
require extreme precision (such as searching a database for
sequences with high similarity to a query).
The three primary methods of producing pairwise
alignments are dot-matrix methods, dynamic programming,
4
and word methods however; multiple sequence alignment
techniques can also align pairs of sequences. Although each
method has its individual strengths and weaknesses, all
three pairwise methods have difficulty with highly repetitive
sequences of low information content - especially where
the number of repetitions differ in the two sequences to be
aligned. One way of quantifying the utility of a given
pairwise alignment is the 'maximum unique match' (MUM),
or the longest subsequence that occurs in both query
sequence. Longer MUM sequences typically reflect closer
relatedness.
We are going to describe the T-coffee tool which is
used to analyze the sequences of Aedes aegypti and Culex
quinquefasciatus. (Fig.2-2.2). (T-Coffee) for multiple
sequence alignment that provides a dramatic improvement
in accuracy with a modest sacrifice in speed as compared to
the most commonly used alternatives. The method is
broadly based on the popular progressive approach to
multiple alignments but avoids the most serious pitfalls
caused by the greedy nature of this algorithm. With TCoffee we pre-process a data set of all pair-wise alignments
between the sequences. This provides us with a library of
alignment information that can be used to guide the
progressive alignment. Intermediate alignments are then
based not only on the sequences to be aligned next but
also on how all of the sequences align with each other.
This alignment information can be derived from
heterogeneous sources such as a mixture of alignment
6
programs and/or structure superposition . Here, we
illustrate the power of the approach by using a combination
of local and global pair-wise alignments to generate the
library. The resulting alignments are significantly more
reliable, as determined by comparison with a set of 141 test
cases, than any of the popular alternatives that we tried. The
improvement, especially clear with the more difficult test
VOLUME 2 | NUMBER 2 | JUN | 2012

cases, is always visible, regardless of the phylogenetic
spread of the sequences in the tests.
The generation of a protein sequence is much
easier than the determination of a protein structure.
However, the structure of a protein gives much more insight
in the function of the protein than its sequence. Therefore, a
number of methods for the computational prediction of
protein structure from its sequence have been developed.
Ab initio prediction methods use just the sequence of the
protein. Threading and Homology Modeling methods can
build a 3D model for a protein of unknown structure from
experimental structures of evolutionary related proteins.
MEME
De novo computational discovery of motifs
We used motif prediction for species Aedes aegypti
6 ,7, 9,10
and Culex quinquefasciatus by using the MEME tool
11
, . There are software programs which, given multiple input
sequences, attempt to identify one or more candidate
motifs. One example is MEME, which generates statistical
information for each candidate. Other algorithms include
AlignAce, Amadeus, CisModule, FIRE, Gibbs Motif Sampler,
PhyloGibbs, and Weeder. SCOPE is an ensemble motif
finder that uses several algorithms simultaneously. PMS or
PMS is another motif discovery program that is based on
combinational approach. There currently exist more than
100 publications with similar algorithms without a
comprehensive benchmark so selecting one is not
straightforward. Fig (3-3.3) shows the various motif
sequences present in the selected species (Aedes aegypti
and Culex quinquefasciatus). All the above results were
discussed.
In bioinformatics, a sequence alignment is a way of
arranging the sequences of DNA, RNA, or protein to identify
regions of similarity that may be a consequence of
functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between
the sequences. Aligned sequences of nucleotide or amino
acid residues are typically represented as rows within a
matrix. Gaps are inserted between the residues so that
identical or similar characters are aligned in successive
columns.
The potential conserved sequence regions were
identified. Both the sequence and the function are
conserved. These are the evidences for designing the same
de novo drug candidate for curing the Dengue and Filaria.
We finally conclude from the results that the identified
conserved motif sequences are the potential protein target
sequences for structure based drug designing and
molecular drug docking studies. This work would definitely
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be useful in the field of Clinical Pathology, Computational
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